Kierkegaards Clown
Kierkegaard's Clown-Jerome Donovan 2007-08 As a Christian and a U.S. legal consultant to Third
World countries, Paul is amazed by how citizens of even the most impoverished areas and living in
the most wretched of conditions manage to foster benevolence, goodwill, and peace in their lives and
lands. But in the rich Western world, much of it either godless or mired in aggressive religiosity,
these goals are seldom achieved. Paul is deeply troubled by this anomaly, and he finds himself
engaging in a lively debate with an imaginary visitor, Kierkegaard's clown. Named after the midnineteenth century Protestant philosopher, the clown challenges Paul's Western complacency and
draws a curious link between religion, war, and poverty by taking Paul to "circus tents"-poor and
despondent sections in America, India, and Iraq. It's in Baghdad where Paul's journey to
enlightenment truly begins. Along with a group of like-minded individuals-Christian, Muslim, and
Jewish-and with the clown as his unwavering guide, Paul searches for the theological and
philosophical answers to his questions and discovers that the ultimate truth lies within his own
heart.
Kierkegaard's International Reception: The Near East, Asia, Australia and the Americas-Jon Stewart
2008-06-01 Although Kierkegaard's reception was initially more or less limited to Scandinavia, it has
for a long time now been a highly international affair. As his writings became translated into the
different languages, his reputation spread, and he became read more and more by people
increasingly distant from his native Denmark. While in Scandinavia, the attack on the Church in the
last years of his life became something of a cause célèbre, later many different aspects of his work
became the object of serious scholarly investigation well beyond the original northern borders. As
his reputation grew, he was co-opted by a number of different philosophical and religious
movements in different contexts throughout the world. The three tomes of the present volume
attempt to record the history of this reception according to national and linguistic categories.Tome
III is the most geographically diverse, covering the Near East, Asia, Australia and the Americas. The
section on the Near East features pioneering articles on the Kierkegaard reception in Israel, Turkey,
Iran, and the Arab world. The next section dubbed Asia and Australia features articles on the long
and rich traditions of Kierkegaard research in Japan and Korea along with the more recent ones in
China and Australia. A final section is dedicated to Americas with articles on Canada, the United
States, hispanophone South America, Mexico and Brazil.
Deleuze and Beckett-S.E. Wilmer 2016-01-12 Deleuze and Beckett is a collection of essays on
specific aspects of the Deleuze and Beckett interface. Some of the world's leading Beckett and
Deleuze specialists apply different concepts of Deleuzian philosophy to a wide range of Beckett's
oeuvre, including his novels, short stories, and stage, film and television work.
Beckett, Deleuze and Performance-Daniel Koczy 2018-08-28 This book draws on the theatrical
thinking of Samuel Beckett and the philosophy of Gilles Deleuze to propose a method for research
undertaken at the borders of performance and philosophy. Exploring how Beckett fabricates
encounters with the impossible and the unthinkable in performance, it asks how philosophy can
approach what cannot be thought while honouring and preserving its alterity. Employing its method,
it creates a series of encounters between aspects of Beckett’s theatrical practice and a range of
concepts drawn from Deleuze’s philosophy. Through the force of these encounters, a new range of
concepts is invented. These provide novel ways of thinking affect and the body in performance; the
possibility of theatrical automation; and the importance of failure and invention in our attempts to
respond to performance encounters. Further, this book includes new approaches to Beckett’s later
theatrical work and provides an overview of Deleuze’s conception of philosophical practice as an
ongoing struggle to think with immanence.
Dust Bound for Heaven-Reinhard Htter 2012-10-01 In Dust Bound for Heaven Reinhard Htter shows
how Thomas Aquinas's view of the human being as dust bound for heaven weaves together elements
of two questions without fusion or reduction. Does humanity still have an insatiable thirst for God
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that sends each person on an irrepressible religious quest that only the vision of God can quench? Or
must the human being, living after the fall, become a "new creation" in order to be readied for
heaven? Htter also applies Thomas's anthropology to a host of pressing contemporary concerns,
including the modern crisis of faith and reason, political theology, the relationship between divine
grace and human freedom, and many more. The concluding chapter explores the Christological
center of Thomas's theology.
Kierkegaard's Writings, XXVI, Volume 26- 2009-09-21 The final volume of Princeton's Kierkegaard's
Writings series, the Cumulative Index provides wide-ranging navigation to the preceding twenty-five
volumes. Composed of over 90,000 entries, the Cumulative Index offers access to Kierkegaard's
complex authorship and the extraordinary range of subjects he addressed in his writing. Covering
the series' historical introductions, primary works, supplementary material (journal entries), and
footnotes, the Cumulative Index provides a comprehensive entryway to more than 11,000 pages of
text. Readers are able to survey via extended entries Kierkegaard's dual authorship, pseudonymous
and signed; his numerous biblical allusions; his references to Christianity, God, and love; and his
frequent use of analogies. A cumulative collation of the extensive supplementary material is also
included, giving researchers and avid readers the opportunity to cross-reference Kierkegaard's
Writings with his journals and papers published elsewhere in both English and Danish.
Gift to the Church and World-John C. Cavadini 2021-03-22 Few books in theology have faced the
twentieth century with all its horrors and yet convincingly revoiced the redemptive Christian
antidote that compels us to reawaken to our true identity as beloved children of God. Joseph
Ratzinger’s 1968 masterpiece, Introduction to Christianity, is one of those rare books. On the fiftieth
anniversary of this classic book’s publication, English-speaking scholars from around the globe
gathered at the University of Notre Dame to celebrate Ratzinger’s lasting influence on the world of
Christian theology. Bishops, priests, and lay men and women set their hands to “the trowel of
tribute,” honoring the theological legacy of Joseph Ratzinger and the pivotal role he has played in
the recent history of the Catholic Church, from his early days as a parish priest and university
professor, all the way to his election to the Chair of Saint Peter as Pope Benedict XVI. Readers of
this collection, Gift to the Church and World, will enjoy the beautiful variety of essays penned by
notable scholars that decorate the timeless insights of Ratzinger’s theological genius. Thematic
topics include an overview and context of Ratzinger’s work, fundamental theology, philosophical
theology, dogmatic theology, spiritual theology, and pedagogy. Altogether, readers will deepen their
appreciation and understanding of the theological contributions of Joseph Ratzinger to the mission
field of the New Evangelization today. With contributions from: Catherine R. Cavadini Leonard J.
DeLorenzo Patrick X. Gardner Robert P. Imbelli Jennifer Newsome Martin Aaron Pidel Francesca
Murphy Anthony J. Pagliarini Timothy P. O'Malley Cyril O'Regan Tracey Rowland Richard Schenk
(HC) Anthony C. Sciglitano, Jr. Clemens Sedmak Rudolf Voderholzer
Introduction to Christianity-Joseph Ratzinger 2010-05-14 Revised Edition One of Cardinal
Ratzinger's most important and widely read books, this volume is a revised second edition with an
improved translation and an in-depth 20 page preface by the Cardinal. As he states in the preface,
since this book was first published over 30 years ago, many changes and significant events have
occurred in the world, and in the Church. But even so, he says he is firmly convinced that his
fundamental approach in this book is still very timely and crucial for the spiritual needs of modern
man. That approach puts the question of God and the question about Christ in the very center, which
leads to a "narrative Christology" and demonstrates that the place for faith is in the Church. Thus,
this remarkable elucidation of the Apostle's Creed gives an excellent, modern interpretation of the
foundations of Christianity. Ratzinger's profound treatment of Christianity's basic truths combines a
spiritual outlook with a deep knowledge of Scripture and the history of theology. Joseph Ratzinger,
now Pope Benedict XVI, was for over two decades The Prefect for the Congregation for the Doctrine
of the Faith under Pope John Paul II. He is the author of Spirit of the Liturgy, Salt of the Earth,
Introduction to Christianity, God and the World, Milestones, Called to Communion, God Is Near Us,
and many other works published by Ignatius Press.
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Kierkegaard and the Quest for Unambiguous Life-George Pattison 2013-01-10 This book shows
Kierkegaard's role in literary, religious, and political movements associated with romanticism,
modernism and existentialism. It explores his background in romantic literature and his response to
aspects of contemporary urban culture and goes on to show how his influence in the 20th century.
Dismissing Jesus-Douglas M. Jones 2013-05-07 What is the way of the cross? Why does it create
resistance? How do we answer objections to it? The revival of interest in Christ's kingdom and
radical discipleship has produced a wave of discussions, but sometimes those discussions are
scattered. This book aims to pull together in one place the core claims of the way of the cross. It
aims to examine the deeply cherished assumptions that hinder us from hearing Jesus's call. When we
do that, we'll see that the gospel of Christ is not primarily about getting into heaven or about living a
comfortable, individually pious, middle-class life. It is about being free from the ancient, pervasive,
and delightful oppression of Mammon in order to create a very different community, the church, an
alternative city-kingdom here and now on earth by means of living and celebrating the way of the
cross--the reign of joyful weakness, renunciation, self-denial, sharing, foolishness, community, and
love overcoming evil.
The Kierkegaardian Author-Joseph Westfall 2007-01-01 This study examines the problematic
practice of authorship in the works of Danish philosopher and theologian Søren Kierkegaard, whose
infamous and invasive literary and stylistic idiosyncrasies must enter into any interpretation –
philosophical, theological, or literary. The work offers a radically anti-biographical reading of
Kierkegaard’s literary and dramatic criticism, suggesting ultimately that the closest one ever comes
to the “real” author of a written work is in an understanding of how all authors are themselves
works of creative fiction.
Kierkegaard's Kenotic Christology-David R. Law 2013-01-10 The orthodox doctrine of the
incarnation affirms that Christ is both truly divine and truly human. This, however, raises the
question of how these two natures can co-exist in the one, united person of Christ without
undermining the integrity of either nature. Kenotic theologians address this problem by arguing that
Christ 'emptied' himself of his divine attributes or prerogatives in order to become a human being.
David R. Law contends that a type of kenotic Christology is present in Kierkegaard's works,
developed independently of the Christologies of contemporary kenotic theologians. Like many of the
classic kenotic theologians of the 19th century, Kierkegaard argues that Christ underwent limitation
on becoming a human being. Where he differs from his contemporaries is in emphasizing the radical
nature of this limitation and in bringing out its existential consequences. The aim of Kierkegaard's
Christology is not to provide a rationally satisfying theory of the incarnation, but to highlight the
existential challenge with which Christ confronts each human being. Kierkegaard advances
'existential kenoticism', a form of kenotic Christology which extends the notion of the kenosis of
Christ to the Christian believer, who is called upon to live a life of kenotic discipleship in which the
believer follows Christ's example of lowly, humble, and suffering service. Kierkegaard thus shifts the
problem of kenosis from the intellectual problem of working out how divinity and humanity can be
united in Christ's Person to the existential problem of discipleship.
Humor and the Good Life in Modern Philosophy-Lydia B. Amir 2014-02-01 An exploration of
philosophical and religious ideas about humor in modern philosophy and their secular implications.
By exploring the works of both Anthony Ashley Cooper, Third Earl of Shaftesbury, and Søren
Kierkegaard, Lydia B. Amir finds a rich tapestry of ideas about the comic, the tragic, humor, and
related concepts such as irony, ridicule, and wit. Amir focuses chiefly on these two thinkers, but she
also includes Johann Georg Hamann, an influence of Kierkegaard’s who was himself influenced by
Shaftesbury. All three thinkers were devout Christians but were intensely critical of the organized
Christianity of their milieux, and humor played an important role in their responses. The author
examines the epistemological, ethical, and religious roles of humor in their philosophies and
proposes a secular philosophy of humor in which humor helps attain the philosophic ideals of selfknowledge, truth, rationality, virtue, and wisdom, as well as the more ambitious goals of liberation,
joy, and wisdom.
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Parables of Kierkegaard-Søren Kierkegaard 1989-09-21 The mind of Kierkegaard has been kept alive
in the common memory more by his parables than any other part of his authorship. Like all good
parables, they have developed an oral tradition. Do not be surprised if you find here parables that
you have heard imperfectly retold or partially revised. Now the reader can track down the original.
Kierkegaard's International Reception-Jon Stewart 2009 Tome I covers the reception of Kierkegaard
in Northern and Western Europe. The articles on Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland and Iceland
can be said to trace Kierkegaard's influence in its more or less native Nordic Protestant context.
Since the authors in these countries (with the exception of Finland) were not dependent on
translations or other intermediaries, this represents the earliest tradition of Kierkegaard reception.
The early German translations of his works opened the door for the next phase of the reception
which expanded beyond the borders of the Nordic countries. The articles in the section on Western
Europe trace his influence in Great Britain, the Netherlands and Flanders, Germany and Austria, and
France. All of these countries and linguistic groups have their own extensive tradition of
Kierkegaard reception.
Sober Cannibals, Drunken Christians-Jamie Lorentzen 2010 Despite that they didn't know each
other, the writing styles of American writer Herman Melville and Danish writer Sren Kierkegaard
complement each other, especially their humor, irony, penchants for paradox, and passions for
imagery and poetics. In addition, their works similarly address issues of the world and time.
Esthetic, ethical, social, philosophical, and theological paths on which they walk reveal similar
footprints. Melville's and Kierkegaard's rebounding echoes reverberate in our highly charged and
polarized times, speaking especially to the timeless conundrum of what Kierkegaard calls the
"disastrous confounding of politics and religion" and what Melville calls "drunken"
Christianitynamely, the intoxicated mixing of worldly issues with otherworldly issues without care
paid to maintaining necessary ethical distinctions.
Let Me Tell You a Story-Tony Campolo 2000-09-20 Vivid. Passionate. Witty. Poignant. No one tells a
story like Tony Campolo. Why stories? Stories have the power to sneak up on us, catch us unaware,
and in the process draw us closer to our fellow human beings . . . and to God. And when Tony
Campolo tells a story, we are captivated and entertained by the amazing characters and situations
he describes. You'll laugh (or wince) at how one particular missions offering was raised. You'll feel
the tragedy of a friend Tony didn't stand up for. You'll thrill to the "Sunday's comin' " sermon. You'll
be moved when you learn about the childhood event that caused Bishop Tutu to become a priest.
These are stories of hope, doubt, faith, failure, and triumph. Of people standing up for justice,
showing mercy, and living for God. But don't just expect to be entertained by Tony Campolo-though
you will be. He just might change your heart and your life's priorities. Listen well. You might
overhear God talking to you.
Kierkegaard and His German Contemporaries: Literature and aesthetics-Jon Bartley Stewart 2007
This third tome is dedicated to the German literary sources that were significant for Kierkegaard; in
particular the work of authors from German Classicism and Romanticism. Important forerunners for
many of Kierkegaard's literary motifs and characters can be found in the German literature of the
day. His use of pseudonyms and his interest in irony were both profoundly influenced by German
Romanticism. This volume demonstrates the extent to which Kierkegaard's views of criticism and
aesthetics were decisively shaped by the work of German authors.
Volume 19, Tome VII: Kierkegaard Bibliography-Peter Šajda 2017-03-16 The long tradition of
Kierkegaard studies has made it impossible for individual scholars to have a complete overview of
the vast field of Kierkegaard research. The large and ever increasing number of publications on
Kierkegaard in the languages of the world can be simply bewildering even for experienced scholars.
The present work constitutes a systematic bibliography which aims to help students and researchers
navigate the seemingly endless mass of publications. The volume is divided into two large sections.
Part I, which covers Tomes I-V, is dedicated to individual bibliographies organized according to
specific language. This includes extensive bibliographies of works on Kierkegaard in some 41
different languages. Part II, which covers Tomes VI-VII, is dedicated to shorter, individual
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bibliographies organized according to specific figures who are in some way relevant for Kierkegaard.
The goal has been to create the most exhaustive bibliography of Kierkegaard literature possible, and
thus the bibliography is not limited to any specific time period but instead spans the entire history of
Kierkegaard studies.
Kierkegaard's Writings, XIII, Volume 13-Søren Kierkegaard 2009-07-06 The Corsair affair has been
called the "most renowned controversy in Danish literary history." At the center is Søren
Kierkegaard, whose pseudonymous Stages on Life's Way occasioned a frivolous and dishonorable
review by Peder Ludvig Møller. Møller was associated with The Corsair, a publication notorious for
gossip and caricature. The editor was Meïr Goldschmidt, an acquaintance of Kierkegaard's and an
admirer of his early work. Kierkegaard struck back at not only Møller and Goldschmidt but at the
paper as a whole. The present volume contains all of the documents relevant to this dispute, plus a
historical introduction that recapitulates the sequence of events surrounding the controversy. Parts I
(Article) and II (Addenda) contain articles both signed by and attributed to Kierkegaard in response
to the affair. A supplement includes writings pertaining to the Corsair affair by Goldschmidt and
Møller, as well as unpublished pieces by Kierkegaard from his journals and papers. Although the
immediate occasion was literary, for Kierkegaard the issues as well as the consequences were
ethical, social, philosophical, and religious. Howard Hong argues that the most important
consequence was wholly unexpected and unintended: the second phase of Kierkegaard's authorship.
Finding the Missional Path-Barry E. Winders 2007-08 Winders offers a spiritual path to
congregations and pastors that leads to reclaiming a warm affection for Christ from which to
develop ministry that is genuinely gracious, honestly loving, and eminently relevant to a world that
has grown sore with cynicism. (Practical Life)
Søren Kierkegaard-Joakim Garff 2016-03-03 Nooit eerder werd filosoof Søren Kierkegaard zo
grondig geportretteerd. De internationaal geprezen biografie van Joakim Garff is de perfecte
combinatie van geschiedenis, filosofie en psychologisch inzicht. Een must-have voor liefhebbers van
Søren Kierkegaard, iedereen die filosofie studeert en geïnteresseerden in filosofie. In Søren
Kierkegaard: Een biografie ontrafelt Joakim Garff Kierkegaards schuldbewuste verhouding tot zijn
vader, de rivaliteit met zijn broers en de turbulente relatie met zijn verloofde Regine Olsen. Ook
geeft hij een prachtige zedenschets van het 19e-eeuwse Kopenhagen, waar Kierkegaard steeds
vaker conflicten kreeg en in genadeloze karikaturen werd afgebeeld. ‘Monumentaal.’ – John Updike,
The New Yorker ‘Meesterlijke biografie van Deense excentriekeling.’ – Die Zeit
Jesus Our Salvation-Christopher McMahon 2007 Jesus Our Salvation: An Introduction to Christology
is an innovative text designed with the introductory student in mind. The text is written in an
engaging style and is enhanced by pedagogical elements which make the complex material
accessible to the student reader. Jesus Our Salvation is both sensitive to the challenges of
contemporary Christology and well grounded in Catholic identity. The book maintains a positive,
though critical, dialogue with many voices in the Christian tradition including those of the classical
tradition, historical Jesus research, the evangelical tradition, and contemporary theological thought.
It addresses important issues of today such as Christology's capacity to promote social
transformation and the questions that are raised about Jesus from the perspective of religious
pluralism.
Kierkegaard and the Legitimacy of the Comic-Will Williams 2018-09-15 Kierkegaard makes a
controversial and little-understood claim: irony, humor, and the comic are essential to ethics and
religion. This account, grounded in Concluding Unscientific Postscript, explicates that idea for a
philosophical and theological audience with a level of conceptual analysis never seen before in
Kierkegaard scholarship.
Kierkegaard's Muse-Joakim Garff 2019-06-25 The first biography of Kierkegaard’s literary muse,
from the author of the definitive life of the philosopher Kierkegaard’s Muse—the first biography of
Regine Olsen (1822–1904), the inspiration and one-time fiancée of Danish philosopher Søren
Kierkegaard—is a moving portrait of a long romantic fever that had momentous literary
consequences. Drawing on Regine’s newly discovered letters, acclaimed Kierkegaard biographer
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Joakim Garff tells the story of her mysterious relationship with Kierkegaard more fully and vividly
than ever before, shedding new light on her influence on his life and writings. Like Dante’s Beatrice,
Regine is one of the great muses of literary history. Kierkegaard proposed to her in 1840, but broke
off the engagement a year later. After their break, they saw each other strikingly often, inside dimly
lit Copenhagen churches, on the streets, and on the paths along the old city ramparts, passing by
without uttering a word. Psychologically acute and as gripping as a novel, Kierkegaard's Muse is an
unforgettable account of a wild, strange, and poignant romance that made an indelible mark on
literary history.
Soren Kierkegaard’s Psychology-Med Ib Ostenfeld 1981-10-19
Kierkegaard's Philosophy-John Mullen 1995-04-19 Some philosophers we read to discover the nature
of the universe. Others we read to discover the nature of ourselves. In the second group, Soren
Kierkegaard stands alone as a towering figure, a man who revolutionized our concept of the human
condition. His insights go to the core of the dilemmas that haunt the modern mind and spirit. This
clear and enlightening study provides a fascinating analysis of Kierkegaard's thinking and its
practical applications. The reader comes in contact with a vision of perils and potential of individual
existence that is far more profound than the shallow questions and easy answers offered by the
swarm of contemporary "self-help" panaceas. The book leaves one with a realization of the vast
depths that lie within us, and of the daring and determination it takes to explore them in order to
become all that a human being can and should be. This edition was published in 1981 by NAL
Penguin Inc.
Kierkegaard and Socrates-Jacob Howland 2006-04-24 This volume is a study of the relationship
between philosophy and faith in Søren Kierkegaard's Philosophical Fragments. It is also the first
book to examine the role of Socrates in this body of writings, illuminating the significance of
Socrates for Kierkegaard's thought. Jacob Howland argues that in the Fragments, philosophy and
faith are closely related passions. A careful examination of the role of Socrates demonstrates that
Socratic, philosophical eros opens up a path to faith. At the same time, the work of faith - which
holds the self together with that which transcends it - is essentially erotic in the Socratic sense of
the term. Chapters on Kierkegaard's Johannes Climacus and on Plato's Apology shed light on the
Socratic character of the pseudonymous author of the Fragments and the role of 'the god' in
Socrates' pursuit of wisdom. Howland also analyzes the Concluding Unscientific Postscript and
Kierkegaard's reflections on Socrates and Christ.
Søren Kierkegaard's Journals and Papers-Søren Kierkegaard 1978-08 The incidental writings of
Søren Kierkegaard, published in the twenty-volume Danish edition of the Papirer, provide direct
access to the thought of the many-faceted nineteenth-century philosopher who exerted so profound
an influence on Protestant theology and modern existentialism. This important material, which
Danish scholars regard as the "key to the scriptures" of Kierkegaard's other work, spans his entire
productive life, the last entry of the Papirer being dated only a few days beKierkegaard's scattered
writings fall into three main subject groupings: journal entries of varied content, notes and early
versions of his published material, and personal reactions to his reading and study. In length and
degree of polish they range from brief and cryptic notes to extensive lecture material, finished travel
sketches, and extended philosophical speculation. The translators provide annotations, copious
notes, and a collation of entries with the Danish Papirer. The editors group the selections in Volumes
I through IV by theme, with all entries on a given subject under the same heading. Within subject
headings, entries are arranged chronologically, making it feasible to trace the evolution of
Kierkegaard's thought on a specific topic. Volumes V and VI are devoted to autobiographical
material. Volume VII contains an extensive index with topical crossreferences.
Kierkegaard's Category of Repetition-Niels Nymann Eriksen 2000-01-01 In der Geschichte der
Kierkegaard-Rezeption haben die pseudonymen Werke stets im Mittelpunkt der Forschung
gestanden. Der vorliegende Band des Yearbook widmet sich nun auch der vernachlässigten Seite des
Kierkegaardschen Werkes. In seinem Zentrum stehen die erbaulichen Reden von 1843-44 sowie die
Drei Reden bei gedachten Gelegenheiten von 1845, die unter literaturwissenschaftlicher,
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philosophischer, theologischer und rezeptionsgeschichtlicher Perspektive betrachtet werden.
Volume 15, Tome VI: Kierkegaard's Concepts-Dr Jon Stewart 2015-07-28 Kierkegaard’s Concepts is
a comprehensive, multi-volume survey of the key concepts and categories that inform Kierkegaard’s
writings. Each article is a substantial, original piece of scholarship, which discusses the etymology
and lexical meaning of the relevant Danish term, traces the development of the concept over the
course of the authorship, and explains how it functions in the wider context of Kierkegaard’s
thought. Concepts have been selected on the basis of their importance for Kierkegaard’s
contributions to philosophy, theology, the social sciences, literature and aesthetics, thereby making
this volume an ideal reference work for students and scholars in a wide range of disciplines.
Kierkegaard's Writings, IX, Volume 9-Søren Kierkegaard 2009-10-11 Prefaces was the last of four
books by Søren Kierkegaard to appear within two weeks in June 1844. Three Upbuilding Discourses
and Philosophical Fragments were published first, followed by The Concept of Anxiety and its
companion--published on the same day--the comically ironic Prefaces. Presented as a set of prefaces
without a book to follow, this work is a satire on literary life in nineteenth-century Copenhagen, a
lampoon of Danish Hegelianism, and a prefiguring of Kierkegaard's final collision with Danish
Christendom. Shortly after publishing Prefaces, Kierkegaard began to prepare Writing Sampler as a
sequel. Writing Sampler considers the same themes taken up in Prefaces but in yet a more ironical
and satirical vein. Although Writing Sampler remained unpublished during his lifetime, it is
presented here as Kierkegaard originally envisioned it, in the company of Prefaces.
Kierkegaard's Influence on Social-political Thought-Jon Bartley Stewart 2011 Kierkegaard has been
traditionally characterized as a Christian writer who placed supreme importance on the inward
religious life of each individual believer. His radical view seemed to many to undermine any
meaningful conception of the community, society or the state. In recent years, however, scholars
have begun to correct this image of Kierkegaard as an apolitical thinker. The present volume
attempts to document the use of Kierkegaard by later thinkers in the context of social-political
thought. It shows how his ideas have been employed by very different kinds of writers and activists
with very different political goals and agendas. Many of the articles show that, although Kierkegaard
has been criticized for his reactionary views on some social and political questions, he has been
appropriated as a source of insight and inspiration by a number of later thinkers with very
progressive, indeed, visionary political views.
Kierkegaard's Writings, XII, Volume II-Søren Kierkegaard 2013-04-21 In Philosophical Fragments
the pseudonymous author Johannes Climacus explored the question: What is required in order to go
beyond Socratic recollection of eternal ideas already possessed by the learner? Written as an
afterword to this work, Concluding Unscientific Postscript is on one level a philosophical jest, yet on
another it is Climacus's characterization of the subjective thinker's relation to the truth of
Christianity. At once ironic, humorous, and polemical, this work takes on the "unscientific" form of a
mimical-pathetical-dialectical compilation of ideas. Whereas the movement in the earlier
pseudonymous writings is away from the aesthetic, the movement in Postscript is away from
speculative thought. Kierkegaard intended Postscript to be his concluding work as an author. The
subsequent "second authorship" after The Corsair Affair made Postscript the turning point in the
entire authorship. Part One of the text volume examines the truth of Christianity as an objective
issue, Part Two the subjective issue of what is involved for the individual in becoming a Christian,
and the volume ends with an addendum in which Kierkegaard acknowledges and explains his
relation to the pseudonymous authors and their writings. The second volume contains the scholarly
apparatus, including a key to references and selected entries from Kierkegaard's journals and
papers.
Volume 19, Tome IV: Kierkegaard Bibliography-Peter Šajda 2017-03-16 The long tradition of
Kierkegaard studies has made it impossible for individual scholars to have a complete overview of
the vast field of Kierkegaard research. The large and ever increasing number of publications on
Kierkegaard in the languages of the world can be simply bewildering even for experienced scholars.
The present work constitutes a systematic bibliography which aims to help students and researchers
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navigate the seemingly endless mass of publications. The volume is divided into two large sections.
Part I, which covers Tomes I-V, is dedicated to individual bibliographies organized according to
specific language. This includes extensive bibliographies of works on Kierkegaard in some 41
different languages. Part II, which covers Tomes VI-VII, is dedicated to shorter, individual
bibliographies organized according to specific figures who are in some way relevant for Kierkegaard.
The goal has been to create the most exhaustive bibliography of Kierkegaard literature possible, and
thus the bibliography is not limited to any specific time period but instead spans the entire history of
Kierkegaard studies.
Kierkegaard's Writings IV, Part II-Søren Kierkegaard 2013-04-21 Søren Kierkegaard, the nineteenthcentury Danish philosopher rediscovered in the twentieth century, is a major influence in
contemporary philosophy, religion, and literature. He regarded Either/Or as the beginning of his
authorship, although he had published two earlier works on Hans Christian Andersen and irony. The
pseudonymous volumes of Either/Or are the writings of a young man (I) and of Judge William (II).
The ironical young man's papers include a collection of sardonic aphorisms; essays on Mozart,
modern drama, and boredom; and "The Seducer's Diary." The seeming miscellany is a reflective
presentation of aspects of the "either," the esthetic view of life. Part II is an older friend's "or," the
ethical life of integrated, authentic personhood, elaborated in discussions of personal becoming and
of marriage. The resolution of the "either/or" is left to the reader, for there is no Part III until the
appearance of Stages on Life's Way. The poetic-reflective creations of a master stylist and
imaginative impersonator, the two men write in distinctive ways appropriate to their respective
positions.
Kierkegaard's Writing, III, Part I-Søren Kierkegaard 2013-04-21 Søren Kierkegaard, the nineteenthcentury Danish philosopher rediscovered in the twentieth century, is a major influence in
contemporary philosophy, religion, and literature. He regarded Either/Or as the beginning of his
authorship, although he had published two earlier works on Hans Christian Andersen and irony. The
pseudonymous volumes of Either/Or are the writings of a young man (I) and of Judge William (II).
The ironical young man's papers include a collection of sardonic aphorisms; essays on Mozart,
modern drama, and boredom; and "The Seducer's Diary." The seeming miscellany is a reflective
presentation of aspects of the "either," the esthetic view of life. Part II is an older friend's "or," the
ethical life of integrated, authentic personhood, elaborated in discussions of personal becoming and
of marriage. The resolution of the "either/or" is left to the reader, for there is no Part III until the
appearance of Stages on Life's Way. The poetic-reflective creations of a master stylist and
imaginative impersonator, the two men write in distinctive ways appropriate to their respective
positions.
Kierkegaard's Writings, VII, Volume 7-Søren Kierkegaard 2013-04-21 This volume contains a new
translation, with a historical introduction by the translators, of two works written under the
pseudonym Johannes Climacus. Through Climacus, Kierkegaard contrasts the paradoxes of
Christianity with Greek and modern philosophical thinking. In Philosophical Fragments he begins
with Greek Platonic philosophy, exploring the implications of venturing beyond the Socratic
understanding of truth acquired through recollection to the Christian experience of acquiring truth
through grace. Published in 1844 and not originally planned to appear under the pseudonym
Climacus, the book varies in tone and substance from the other works so attributed, but it is
dialectically related to them, as well as to the other pseudonymous writings. The central issue of
Johannes Climacus is doubt. Probably written between November 1842 and April 1843 but
unfinished and published only posthumously, this book was described by Kierkegaard as an attack
on modern speculative philosophy by "means of the melancholy irony, which did not consist in any
single utterance on the part of Johannes Climacus but in his whole life. . . . Johannes does what we
are told to do--he actually doubts everything--he suffers through all the pain of doing that, becomes
cunning, almost acquires a bad conscience. When he has gone as far in that direction as he can go
and wants to come back, he cannot do so. . . . Now he despairs, his life is wasted, his youth is spent
in these deliberations. Life does not acquire any meaning for him, and all this is the fault of
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philosophy." A note by Kierkegaard suggests how he might have finished the work: "Doubt is
conquered not by the system but by faith, just as it is faith that has brought doubt into the world!."
Kierkegaard's Writings, XI, Volume 11-Søren Kierkegaard 2013-04-21 Stages on Life's Way, the
sequel to Either/Or, is an intensely poetic example of Kierkegaard's vision of the three stages, or
spheres, of existence: the esthetic, the ethical, and the religious. With characteristic love for
mystification, he presents the work as a bundle of documents fallen by chance into the hands of
"Hilarius Bookbinder," who prepared them for printing. The book begins with a banquet scene
patterned on Plato's Symposium. (George Brandes maintained that "one must recognize with
amazement that it holds its own in this comparison.") Next is a discourse by "Judge William" in
praise of marriage "in answer to objections." The remainder of the volume, almost two-thirds of the
whole, is the diary of a young man, discovered by "Frater Taciturnus," who was deeply in love but
felt compelled to break his engagement. The work closes with a letter to the reader from Taciturnus
on the three "existence-spheres" represented by the three parts of the book. Stages on Life's Way
not only repeats themes, characters, and pseudonymous authors of the earlier works but also goes
beyond them and points to further development of central ideas in Concluding Unscientific
Postscript. ?
Volume 19, Tome V: Kierkegaard Bibliography-Peter Šajda 2017-03-16 The long tradition of
Kierkegaard studies has made it impossible for individual scholars to have a complete overview of
the vast field of Kierkegaard research. The large and ever increasing number of publications on
Kierkegaard in the languages of the world can be simply bewildering even for experienced scholars.
The present work constitutes a systematic bibliography which aims to help students and researchers
navigate the seemingly endless mass of publications. The volume is divided into two large sections.
Part I, which covers Tomes I-V, is dedicated to individual bibliographies organized according to
specific language. This includes extensive bibliographies of works on Kierkegaard in some 41
different languages. Part II, which covers Tomes VI-VII, is dedicated to shorter, individual
bibliographies organized according to specific figures who are in some way relevant for Kierkegaard.
The goal has been to create the most exhaustive bibliography of Kierkegaard literature possible, and
thus the bibliography is not limited to any specific time period but instead spans the entire history of
Kierkegaard studies.
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